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Division of labor in stable social hierarchy of the independent-founding wasp Mischocyt-
tarus (Monocyttarus) cassununga, Von Ihering (Hymenoptera, Vespidae)

ASN Murakami, IC Desuó, SN Shima

Introduction

Division of labor is important to the colonial organiza-
tion of social insects and the resulting castes in the colonies 
are basically the reproductive and the worker castes (Wilson, 
1971; Naug  & Gadagkar, 1998). Most studies regarding la-
bor distribution in these insects have focused on polyethism, 
i.e. the rules regulating how each individual worker is as-
signed to specific tasks from the whole repertoire of activi-
ties of the colony (Naug, 2001). According to Jeanne (1991), 
this behavioral specialization of the colony members is one 
of the most striking features of eusocial insects. 

In independent-founding wasps there is no morpho-
logical differentiation between different castes, thus queens 
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and workers have to be discerned by behavioral characteris-
tics (Jeanne, 1986; Giannotti, 1992). The reproductive divi-
sion of labor derives from the polygynic association among 
foundresses, as well as between these females and the new 
workers in a same colony (haplometrosis) (Jeanne, 1991). 
As a rule, the dominant female (queen) remains most of the 
time performing intranidal tasks, whereas the subordinates 
are mainly responsible for the foraging activities (West-
Eberhard, 1969; Richards, 1971; Gobbi, 1977; Torres et al., 
2009, 2012). Therefore, dominance interactions take place 
among all members of the colony, and affect how tasks 
are assigned within the colony (Pardi, 1948; Jeanne, 1972; 
Chandrashekara & Gadagkar, 1991; O’Donnell, 1998a, b). 
Moreover, in this basal group, the hierarchical position of 
a wasp is directly correlated with its reproductive success 
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(Litte, 1977, 1981; Pratte, 1989; Chandrashekara  & Gadag-
kar, 1991; Tindo  & Dejean, 1998).

In the present study we aimed at evaluating polye-
thism in the social organization of developing colonies of 
the independent-founding wasp Mischocyttarus cassununga 
(Von Ihering) in the field, focusing on the pre-male and post-
male substages of the post-emergence phase of the colony 
cycle. 

Materials and Methods

Twelve colonies were chosen for observation on the 
field in order to assess the dynamics of labor division in M. 
cassununga, consequently also evaluating social regulation 
and organization during the ontogeny of the colonies: eight 
colonies undergoing pre-male subphase of post-emergence 
(A1, A2, A3, A4, A6, A7, A8 and A9), and four in the post-
male subphase of post-emergence (B1, B2, B3 and B5). All of 
these colonies were located inside the university campus of 
UNESP, Rio Claro, SP, Brazil (22o24’26”S, 47o33’36”W).

The colonial cycle phases were determined based 
on the immature forms found, and by counting the number 
of adults in the nests. Every adult wasp was individually 
marked with a combination of colors (airplane modelling 
acrylic paint) applied over their mesoscutum, and was ob-
served from the day of its emergence until the end of the ex-
periment, or until it eventually disappeared from the colony. 
Based on this, we were able to determine the relative age 
of some wasps, except for those which already were in the 
nests when our observations began.

All behaviors in the colonies were tape-recorded with 
a Sony-DCR-TRV17 video camera during one hour each 
day, resulting in approximately 10 hours of observation per 
colony. The age of each female was determined from the 
day when the young individual emerged from the colony 

and in case of the females that were present at beginning of 
field study, the age was estimated based on the total time of 
observation (Pre-male subphase: ± 100 days and Post-male 
subphase: ± 50 days).

The hierarchical position of the females in each 
colony was determined by the frequency of the aggressive 
behaviors (D = dominance and S = subordination) and the 
method of linearization (Id = Dominance index) of Prem-
nath et al. (1990). 

Once a social hierarchy was determined in the colo-
nies, we started to record the following behaviors (the fre-
quency each individual wasp performed every behavior):

- Cell inspection (Ci): when a wasp surveys the cells 
for eggs, larvae, or pupae with its antennae; 

- Foraging for food (F): when a wasp returns with 
food (either nectar or a macerated prey) to the nest between 
its mandibles and shares it with other females (frequently 
dominants); 

- Ingesting food (IF): a part of the regurgitated mate-
rial (prey) to a larva is rapidly incorporated from the crop to 
nourish other body regions of the adult wasps (Hunt, 1984). 
This happens during the provisioning behavior, when a wasp 
malaxates food given by another wasp, before feeding lar-
vae; 

- Feeding larvae (Fl): when the wasp inserts the head 
into a cell to give the malaxated prey to a larva.

In our previous studies, the behaviors that were se-
lected had a high importance for discrimination between 
dominant and subordinate wasps in the colony. 

All behavior variables (D, S, Ci, F, IF and Fl) were 
standardized for a better analysis, and then, these six com-
ponents were submitted to a Principal Components Analy-
sis (Biplot Analysis) and Clustering Analysis (Zar, 1999). 
The first analysis helped us to obtain the visualization and 
the distribution pattern (Biplot analysis) of our data, while 

Table 1. Values of Id = Dominance index during the establishment of social hierarchy in M. cassununga.

Sb Col
Rank in the dominance hierarchy

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 11th 12th 13th

A

1 1 0.46 0.41 0.35 0.14 0.04 0.03 0.01 0 0 0 0 -
2 1 0.42 0.18 0.08 0 - - - - - - - -
3 1.05 0.38 0.18 0.11 0.07 0.05 0.02 - - - - - -
4 1 0.22 0.14 0 0 0 - - - - - - -
6 1.04 0.42 0.24 0.22 - - - - - - - - -
7 1.02 0.74 0.37 - - - - - - - - - -
8 1.07 0.12 0.50 0.33 - - - - - - - - -
9 1 0.50 0.38 0.22 - - - - - - - - -

B

1 1.09 0.98 0.88 0.58 0.51 - - - - - - - -
2 1 0.30 0.21 0 - - - - - - - - -
3 1.02 0.71 0.55 0.33 0.18 0.13 0.04 - - - - - -
5 1 0.60 0.56 0.41 0.38 0.12 0.09 0.07 - - - - -

Sb = Subphase; A = Pre-male subphase; B = Post-male subphase; Col = Colony. X = hierarchical position not occupied.
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the second allowed us to identify groups of individuals that 
behave similarly or showed similar characteristics (Cluster-
ing analysis). Finally, we used Tukey-Kramer method with 
ANOVA to test the significance among all groups of individ-
uals by comparison. The data were analysed using Statistica 
8.0, Excel 14.0 and SAS softwares, according to the colony 
cycle (pre- or post- male subphases).  

Results

Dominance index and the social hierarchy in the colonies

The study of dominance-subordinate relationship 
among all members from each colony resulted in a defined 
linear hierarchy according to dominance index (Id) (Table 
1). It also shows that the queen is clearly the most aggres-
sive individual in the colony of M. cassununga, that is, there 
is a direct relation between aggressiveness and position of 
social ranking.  

Considering the PCA (Figure 1) and the Clustering 
analysis (Figure 2), it is clearly noted that, in these colonies, 
the dominant females (11, 21, 31, 41, 91, 61, 71 and 81) 
were grouped (G1) in a position distinct from all subordi-
nates (on the right bottom side of the graph), because of the 
dominant characters (Figure 1): dominance (D) (=aggres-
siveness) and especially cell inspection (Ci). These females 
were also the oldest individuals in the colonies, as they were 
present in the nests at the beginning of the observation (Age: 
more than 100 days). 

In addition, it is possible to differentiate the subor-
dinates in three basic groups (G2, G3 and G4). The subor-
dinate females of G2 (12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 24, 32, 33, 37, 43, 
44, 52, 62, 72 and 82) are generally relatively old females 
(Age: 72 ± 52.21 days) of higher hierarchical position that 
perform mainly on-nest tasks together with the dominant fe-
male (Figure 1: IF and Fl). However, they are constantly 
dominated by the dominant at high rate (as demonstrated 
in Table 1). In turn, the wasps of G3 (18, 19, 25, 34 and 
45; Age: 56.66 ± 32.93 days) were characterized by a more 
intense foraging activity in comparison to the other groups, 
whereas the individuals of G4 (the rest of individuals) were 
the youngest wasps in the nest (Age: 6.75 ± 2.22 days) and 
relatively the most inactive individuals (Figures 1 and 2).

In the pre-male subphase, the results of ANOVA 
significance (Tukey-Kramer t-test p<0.05) showed that, 
through the analysed behaviors, it is possible to differentiate 
and group individuals into four categories in the division of 
labor of the colony (G1, G2, G3 and G4) (Table 3). Table 
3 demonstrates the relative percentage of behaviors among 
defined groups (G1: reproductively dominant females; G2: 
other females of higher hierarchically position; G3: forag-
ers; and G4: more inactive females). 

Statistical component analysis - Division of labor during the 
post-male subphase of the post-emergence phase

During the post-male subphase in the post-emergence 
phase, the principal component analysis of colonies yielded 

Table 2. Eigenvector coefficients from principal components analy-
sis of colonies A1, A2, A3, A4, A6, A7, A8 and A9 in the pre-male 
subphase (post-emergence phase) of M. cassununga.

Hierarchical position/ 
behaviours Vector 1 Vector 2 Vector 3

D -  Dominance 0.564 -0.307 0.180
S - subordination 0.067 0.687 -0.362
IF - Ingesting food 0.477 0.130 -0.170
Fl - Feeding larvae 0.352 0.448 -0.109
F - Foraging for food 0.041 0.422 0.892
Ci - Cell inspection 0.570 -0.193 0.011

Eigenvalues 2.823 1.501  0.937
Cumulative % 47.100 72.100 87.700

Figure 1. Principal component analysis of 6 components and the 
distribution of individuals from colonies A1, A2, A3, A4, A6, A7, 
A8 and A9 in the pre-male subphase (post-emergence  phase) of M. 
cassununga in relation to vectors 1 and 2 (1 = Cell inspection and 2 
= Subordination).

Statistical component analysis - Division of labor during the 
pre-male subphase of the post-emergence phase

The principal components analysis applied during 
this subphase yielded three vectors that explained 87.7% of 
variance in the behavioral data (Table 2). Thus, the first Prin-
cipal Component (PC) was most heavily weighted by indi-
viduals that inspected the content of cells and that showed 
high frequency of dominance, whereas the second PC was 
most heavily weighted by individuals that showed high fre-
quency of subordination and that fed the larvae, and the third 
PC was most heavily weighted by individuals that foraged 
during most of the observation time (Table 2).
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three vectors that together explained 86.5% of the overall 
variance of behaviors (Table 4). Similarly, the first Princi-
pal Component (PC) was most heavily weighted by indi-
viduals that inspected the content of cells and showed high 
frequency of dominance, whereas the second PC was most 
heavily weighted by individuals that showed high frequency 
of subordination and fed the larvae (Table 4). Finally, the 
third PC was most heavily weighted by individuals that were 
responsible for the foraging activity on the colonies. 

According to the PCA (Figure 3) and Clustering 
Analysis (Figure 4), individuals of colonies during the post-
male subphase can be distributed into three groups (G1, G2 
and G3) (Table 5). The first group (G1) is constituted by 
the most dominant and the oldest females (Age: more than 
50 days), whereas the second group (G2) was formed by 

Figure 2. Hierarchical clustering analysis. Cluster of individuals from colonies in the pre-male subphase (post-emergence phase) of M. cassu-
nunga. Data from Fig.1 were used. *Others individuals of undetermined age: presence at the beginning of the observation.

individuals of higher hierarchical position (Age: 30.5 ± 4.95 
days) that remain most of the time on the nest, performing 
tasks together with the dominant female. The third group 
(G3) was constituted by young subordinate females (Age: 
23.75 ± 10.21 days) that mainly perform the foraging activ-
ity (Figures 4 and 5). A fourth group was not identified in 
this subphase.

In turn, in this subphase, the results (Tukey-Kramer 
t-test p<0.05) showed that, through observing some behav-
iors, it is possible to differentiate and group individuals into 
three categories in the division of labor of the colony (G1, 
G2 and G3) (Table 5). According to the relative percentage 
of behaviors in Table 5, the defined groups are represented 
by G1: reproductively dominant females, G2: other females 
of higher hierarchically position and G3: foragers.

Semi – Parcial R-Squared
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Table 3. Comparison among four groups derived from clustering analysis according to all behavioral categories (Means±Sd) in the pre-male 
subphase (post-emergence phase) of M. cassununga.

Group of Females Means±Sd (frequency of behavior)
D S IF Fl F Ci

G1 (n=08) 6.94±5.16 0.03±0.09 0.81±0.43 2.36±2.26 0.41±0.51 4.47±5.04
G2 (n=13) 2.17±2.34 4.30±2.84 0.68±0.50 2.30±3.25 0.37±0.40 2.48±2.49
G3 (n=05) 0.10±0.22 0.72±0.61 0.03±0.06 1.00±0.61 0.90±0.32 1.33±0.18
G4 (n=18) 0.52±0.82 1.15±1.23 0.21±0.24 0.93±1.19 0.17±0.18 0.35±0.63

Post-hoc comparisons
G1 vs G2 * * ns ns ns ns
G1 vs G3 * * * ns * *
G1 vs G4 * * * * ns *
G2 vs G3 * * * ns * *
G2 vs G4 * * * ns ns *
G3 vs G4 ns ns ns ns * ns

D -  Dominance, S – Subordination, IF - Ingesting food, Fl Feeding larvae, F - Foraging for food, Ci - Cell inspection. * = ANOVA significance (Tukey-Kramer 
t-test p<0.05), ns – no statistical significance.

Table 4. Eigenvector coefficients from principal components analysis of colonies B1, B2, B3 and B5 in the pre-male subphase 
(post-emergence phase) of M. cassununga.

Hierarchical position/ behaviors Vector 1 Vector 2 Vector 3

D -  Dominance 0.551 -0.351 -0.019

S - Subordination -0.104 0.575 -0.433

IF - Ingesting food 0.457 0.370 0.239

Fl - Feeding larvae 0.173 0.542 0.596

F - Foraging for food -0.351 -0.282 0.630

Ci - Cell inspection 0.569 -0.191 -0.046

Eigenvalues 3.026 1.245 0.918

Cumulative % 50.400 71.200 86.500

Table 5. Comparison among three groups derived from clustering analysis according to all behavioral categories (Means±Sd) 
in the post-male subphase (post-emergence phase) of M. cassununga.

Group of Females
Means±Sd (frequency of behaviors)

D S IF Fl F Ci

G1 (n=08) 5.73±1.78 0.29±0.58 1.30±1.02 1.53±2.10 0.03±0.07 4.45±5.24

G2 (n=13) 1.83±1.27 2.82±1.70 1.05±0.50 2.13±1.45 0.13±0.14 2.00±2.50

G3 (n=05) 0.51±0.90 1.85±1.56 0.22±0.27 1.45±1.50 0.78±0.80 0.71±0.96

Post-hoc comparisons

G1 vs G2 * * ns ns ns ns

G1 vs G3 * * * ns * *

G2 vs G3 * ns * ns * ns

D -  Dominance, S – Subordination, IF - Ingesting food, Fl Feeding larvae, F - Foraging for food, Ci - Cell inspection. * = ANOVA signifi-
cance (Tukey-Kramer t-test p<0.05), ns – no statistical significance.
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Discussion

Our results illustrate that dominant females (G1) in 
M. cassununga tend to be distinguished from the subordi-
nates (G2, G3 and G4 in the pre-male subphase and G2 and 
G3 in the post-male subphase) mainly by aggressiveness (D) 
and, to a less extent, by inspecting cells (Ci). These behav-
iors are characteristic of the reproductive dominant wasp 
and contribute to the social status. According to the studies 
of Pardi (1948) with Polistes dominulus (=gallicus) (Christ), 
of Jeanne (1972) with Mischocyttarus drewseni (Saussure), 
and of O’Donnell (1998b) and Markiewicz and O’Donnell 
(2001) with Mischocyttarus mastigophorus (Richards), the 
dominant wasp in the nests tends to avoid energy-expensive 
tasks (like foraging), as to invest more energy in social con-
trol and reproductive performance. The only difference be-
tween G1 and G2 is in the dominance characteristic for both 
subphases (Tables 3 and 5). In the genus Polistes, apart from 
behaviors that are typical of dominant wasps (initiating cells 
and oviposition), other frequent behaviours like dominance, 
inspecting cells and oophagy were also performed by the 
dominant females of the nests (Pardi, 1948; West-Eberhard, 
1969; Richards, 1971; Gobbi, 1977; Torres et al., 2009).

A new interesting finding is that some females of 
higher hierarchical positions (G2) engaged in more on-nest 
activities, meaning that these females of the G2 group re-
main on the nest, taking care of the brood together with the 
dominant wasp. The results show that these females also 
feed the larvae (Fl), ingest food (IF) and inspect the cells 
(Ci) in higher frequencies (Tables 3 and 5). According to 
Reeve and Gamboa (1983), in nests with more females, the 
queens of Polistes fuscatus (Fabricius) intensify their activi-
ties and focus their attention onto some females for main-
taining the reproductive monopolisation. These individuals 
that receive more attention by the queens occupy high hier-
archical positions, thus regulating activities of other groups 
and having a chance to have a share in the reproductive yield 
of the colony.  Moreover, the G2 individuals are able to lay 
2n eggs (Ep), because they are inseminated, as demonstrated 
by Murakami  and Shima (2009) for the same species of this 
study. Hence, we can suppose that the main reason for the 
wasps to spend much time in the nest would be different 
for these two hierarchical classes (reproductively dominant 
females = “queens” and females of hierarchically higher po-
sition): the queen can directly manipulate the reproductive 
dynamics during its stay in the nest, while the females of 
higher hierarchical positions can increment their nutritional 
reserves and, increase their reproductive potential. Accord-
ing to Murakami and Shima (2006), the existence of a hi-
erarchy related to the food quantity consumed by the adult 
individuals of M. cassununga was demonstrated. Further-
more, the experimental manipulation in this study showed 
that adult females of hierarchically higher positions can re-
place the dominant wasp after her retreat. In Mischocyttarus 

cerberus styx (Richards), Costa-Filho et al. (2011) observed 
that these females in higher positions may be saving energy, 
which would otherwise be primarily spent on foraging trips. 
Thus, these individuals would have a much higher chance of 
assuming the position of an egg layer than a regular forager. 
Additionally, considering the age of these females (the sec-
ond oldest individuals in the nest), our results indicate that 
the age is an important point during the reproductive com-
petition inside the colony. It is more advantageous for an 
old female to stay on the nest and have the opportunity for 
reproduction or substitution of the dominant female, instead 
of abandoning the nest to start a new cycle of a colony.

On the other hand, the females of the G3 group are 
responsible  for foraging for food (Ff), and consequently, 
also  for feeding larvae after partially distribute the food for 
other wasps (especially for dominant wasps) on the nest (Ta-
bles 3 and 5). Thus, we considered in our study, that these 
females are typical foragers, and remain on the nest for less 
time. Regarding the behavioral repertoire of independent-
founding wasps, the foraging activity is more significant for 
the subordinate females (Pardi, 1948; Jeanne, 1972; Gian-
notti, 1999; Torres et al., 2009).

Differently from the post-male subphase, a fourth 
group (G4) can be identified during the pre-male subphase 
(Table 3 and 5). This group is constituted by relatively more 
inactive and principally younger wasps which remain more 
time on the back of the nest. It may be noted that some indi-
viduals of hierarchically higher position or foragers (A2: 22 
and 23; A4: 42; A9: 92 and 93) are grouped together here, 
and this can be explained by differences in data collection of 
the total frequency of behaviors observed in the same period 
of time (total of 10 hours). Once they perform their charac-
teristic activities in their respective colonies, this may influ-
ence the analysis of the total frequency of each behavior for 
this group and lead to a misinterpretation. In the post-male 

Figure 3. Principal component analysis of 6 components and the 
distribution of individuals from colonies A1, A2, A3, A4, A6, A7, 
A8 and A9 in the post-male subphase (post-emergence phase) of M. 
cassununga in relation to vectors 1 and 2 (1 = Cell inspection and 2 
= Subordination).
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subphase this group was not identified, probably by the re-
ducing number of individuals, which is characteristic of the 
final period of this subphase.

Despite the flexibility of each independent wasp, 
some studies demonstrated that it is possible to separate the 
individuals of the colony in task groups. Through the PCA 
analysis in M. drewseni, Araújo (1980) obtained a social di-
vision in queens, intermediates, and workers that constructed 
new cells and foraged for food. Studying M. cerberus styx, 
Noda et al. (2001) demonstrated the existence of three well 
defined hierarchical groups in post-emergence: a dominant 
group composed of the three wasps of higher hierarchical 
positions, a neutral group including the young and the new 
reproductive individuals who defend the colony, and a sub-
ordinate group of lower hierarchical posts, probably all strict 
foragers. A similar organization was noted by Pietrobon 
(2005) in Polistes versicolor (Olivier) through principal 
components analysis, but in addition to these three groups 
(dominant, neutral and subordinate groups), there was an-
other group of subordinates actively performing nearly all of 
the internal maintenance tasks, and responsible for expand-
ing the colony. Based on statistical analysis (PCA, Clus-
tering and ANOVA with Tukey-Kramer t-test), our results 
indicate that during the post-emergence phase, the division 
of labor in M. cassununga is structured, being basically de-
fined in the groups: (G1) a dominant group of reproductive 
individuals; (G2) an intermediate group of females in higher 
hierarchical positions, which are, together with the domi-
nant female, responsible for most internal nest tasks, and are 
potential substitute of the dominant wasp; (G3) a primary 
subordinate group constituted by typical foragers, and (G4) 
a secondary subordinate group composed of basically inac-
tive and predominantly young individuals.

Concluding, the present study shows that the distri-
bution of tasks in colonies of M. cassununga reflects the 
dominance hierarchy. Moreover, in spite of the presence of 
a behavioral flexibility (or absence of a well-defined tempo-
ral polyethism) in this basal eusocial wasp, it is possible to 
identify groups of subordinate females engaged in different 
functions (work) in the colony. Internal tasks performed by 
the dominant female (the oldest female in the colony) of M. 
cassununga are of high adaptive value, since the dominant is 
frequently capable of maintaining the social control during 
the development of the colony. Staying in the nest, laying 
eggs and feeding the brood with the help of females of high-
er hierarchical positions are bound to secure high inclusive 
fitness. This way, we think our analyses suggest a novel view 
about the importance of the behavioral repertoire of females 
in wasp nests, at least in the genus Mischocyttarus, which 
is endemic to the Americas. We think that this new scenario 
might explain why M. cassununga is characterized by a sta-
ble linear social hierarchy (Murakami & Shima, 2010) and 
why dominants of this species eat more protein than the sub-
ordinates of the nest (Murakami & Shima, 2006).
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